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Abstract

This paper presents a methodology for the modelling and optimization of multi-service radio access for universal
mobile telecommunications system (UMTS) networks. The paper provides a description of the basis for modelling of a
tandem pair: a wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA) interface and a Iub interface. The models involved in
the study take into consideration a possibility of setting priorities to a number of selected traffic classes. Particular
attention is given to the development of simple computational algorithms that would make it possible to determine
the blocking probability for call streams with different priorities. The results of the analytical calculations are then
compared with the results of simulation experiments, which confirms the high accuracy of the proposed analytical
solutions.
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1 Introduction
Modern mobile networks service mixtures of different
traffic streams with different quality requirements. Both
the traffic that requires appropriate quality parameters
(e.g., VoIP traffic, speech) and the traffic with lower
requirements (e.g., www traffic) are serviced in shared
network resources. Given that there are different require-
ments that impose different quality demands for ser-
vices and users of the network, manufacturers of network
devices have started to introduce appropriate functions
and traffic control mechanisms to adjust their products to
meet these challenges.
Mobile network users are more and more willing to

pay whatever it costs for access to links that offer a
higher sustainable data throughput. From a network oper-
ator’s perspective, the introduction of priorities for some
selected groups of users is then very advantageous and
profitable. A differentiation in the access to the network
is required to be not only at the user level but also
results from specific quality requirements of some ser-
vices. This entails, in turn, the need for the introduction of
appropriate quality of service (QoS) mechanisms in net-
work devices. QoS mechanisms in the universal mobile
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telecommunications system (UMTS) network are avail-
able, for example, in the radio interface that is respon-
sible for the highest degree of limitation imposed on
network capacity. Such mechanisms are also available in
the Iub interface, located between NodeB and radio net-
work controller (RNC) [1–4]. For the purpose 3G network
analysis, dimensioning, and optimization, it is then nec-
essary to develop appropriate analytical models of these
interfaces.
The literature of the subject abounds in the presen-

tations of models of interfaces of mobile systems that
give priority to a selected group of services [5–8] or to
users [9, 10]. These models are essentially based on the
model of the multi-service full-availability group [11, 12].
In this paper, however, to model the wideband code divi-
sion multiple access (WCDMA) interface, a model of a
multi-service Erlang’s ideal grading is used [13, 14]. In
addition, the paper proposes a model of the non-full-
availability group with priorities based on the approach
that has been earlier adopted for the analysis of priorities
in the full-availability group [5, 6].
The non-full-availability group is the so-called state-

dependent system [14, 15]. This dependence results from
the particular structure of the system in which calls arriv-
ing at the input have access to a limited amount of
resources, substantially lower than the total capacity of
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the system. Until the 1980s, non-full-availability groups
with single-service traffic were used in electromechan-
ical switching nodes of telecommunications networks.
With the advent of electronic nodes, groups of this type
ceased to be used in their direct form, though they were,
and still are, used in analytical models of more com-
plex systems, such as, for example, single- and multi-
service switching networks [16–18], network systems
with reservation [19, 20], systems with traffic overflow
[21–23], video on demand (VoD) systems [24, 25], or radio
and Iub interfaces of the UMTS system [26–28]. One of
the most extensive elaborations on non-full-availability
groups is provided in the [29]. This paper presents all of
the most important methods of modelling single-service
non-full-availability groups. Among different types of the
non-full-availability group, particular attention should be
given to Erlang’s ideal grading, the structure of which
and the first single-service analytical model was presented
by Erlang [30]. The first model of the ideal grading with
multi-service traffic and identical value of the availability
parameter for all classes of calls serviced by the group is
proposed in [13]. Stasiak and Hanczewski [31] discuss a
model of the group with multi-service traffic and a vari-
able value of the availability parameter. This model is then
expanded to include the possibility of performing calcu-
lations for non-integer vales of availability [31]. The most
extensive description of multi-service non-full-availability
groups is provided in [14] in which different models of
multi-service ideal non-full-availability groups, defined
for different types of call streams and different structures
of groups, are presented.
The idea of the non-full-availability group makes it

possible to take into consideration the influence of inter-
ference from other cells in a given cell, since an increase
in interference directly leads to a decrease in the availabil-
ity of a given group. The relationship between the changes
in availability and changes in the level of interference is
discussed in [28, 32].
So far, the literature on the subject has been address-

ing exclusively models of single interfaces with priorities.
Systems in which priorities have been simultaneously
introduced to two interfaces, e.g., the radio interface and
the Iub interface, have not been analyzed yet. This paper
proposes a model of a system with priorities that enables
the analysis of such systems to be performed. The mutual
dependence between traffic serviced in both interfaces is
taken into account by the application of the fixed-point
methodology [33, 34] that makes it possible to analyze the
call an analysis of the call service in a number of systems
simultaneously.
The paper is an overview of the subject in ten sections.

Section 2 presents the architecture of the access part of
the UMTS network. Sections 3 and 4 provide a description
of the traffic representation in the Iub and the WCDMA

interfaces. Sections 5 and 6 discuss analytical models
of the Iub and the WCDMA interface, while Section 7
includes a description of a model of the system with
priorities. Section 8 presents a model for setting up con-
nections in a system that consists of a cascade ofWCDMA
and Iub interfaces. The following section, Section 9, pro-
vides an example illustrating the available possibilities of
the application of the model in analyzing the UMTS sys-
tem. Finally, the conclusions and considerations which
emerge from the study and the results of the experiments
are provided in the last section of the paper.

2 UMTS network architecture
Figure 1 shows the access part of the UMTS network.
It is composed of users added through a radio interface
to multiple base stations (NodeB). The base stations are,
in turn, connected through the Iub interface to the con-
trollers of base stations (RNC). The important thing is
that the number of base stations connected (added) to one
RNC depends on the location and producer of the applied
devices.
A number of sectors can be run within one base station

(usually from 3 to 6), whereas the number of cells that can
operate within one sector can be as many as the carriers
of a given operator (e.g., R99, high speed packet access
(HSPA) 1-carrier, HSPA dual-carrier, and UMTS900).
Hence, if we assume that we consider only one carrier,
then the number of cells added to a given base station
ranges from 3 to 6. The number of cells that can be added
to a single RNC actually depends on the producer and
the type of license held by the operator. In the main, no
more than 5000 cells can be added to one RNC, which
means that one can get from about 800 to about 1600 base
stations for three or six sectors, respectively.
It should be stressed, however, that both the number

of sectors in a base station and the number of cells added
to RNC can substantially differ depending on the solu-
tions preferred by given producers of network devices for
UMTS. In the UMTS network, priorities can be assigned
to particular services. Priorities define the sequence of
resource allocation. This sequence may result, in the case
of services with lower priority, in a decrease in the amount
of resources ormay even enforce a termination of a service
(in an instance when there are no sufficient resources to
be allocated to services with higher priority). The decision
of whether a priority is allocated or not is made by the net-
work operator who defines its importance (significance)
in the core network. Hence, the call service process of calls
with different priorities is carried out both in the radio
part as well as in the resources of Iub interfaces of the
access part of the UMTS network. The execution of prior-
itization means that the traffic management mechanism
implemented at the call admission control (CAC) and/or
call congestion control (CCC) levels, which are usually
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Fig. 1 Architecture of the access part of the UMTS network (user equipment (UE))

executed in the RNC software, is being used. In practice,
many operators execute the prioritization of services in
such a way as to make it imperceptible to users, while the
priorities assigned to different categories of users are visi-
ble. Generally, the available categories of users are labelled
as platinum, gold, silver, and bronze, while each of the
groups included is assigned appropriate service param-
eters, e.g., through the allocation of specific priorities
[9, 10]. The process of defining priorities is executed at
both the radio interface level and the Iub resource level.

3 Traffic representation in the Iub interface
Let us assume that an Iub interface is offered a mixture
of different packet streams. Analytical traffic models are
constructed based on the internal structure of the packet
stream or the so-called call stream in which a packet
stream with a variable bit rate is treated as a single call
that is characterized by a constant bit rate and appropriate
service time. The term “call” is then meant to be under-
stood as a packet stream or its section, which is related
to a given service [2, 35]. It has been proved, on the basis
of simulation experiments and measurements carried out
in networks, that thus defined calls can be described by
the Poisson streams characteristics [2, 35, 36] in which
variable bit rates of packet streams are replaced by con-
stant bit rates called the equivalent bandwidth [37]. The
equivalent bandwidth is determined depending on and in
relation to the capacity of the system, the maximum and
the average bit rate of the packet stream, the variance of
the bit rate, packet delay, and other important and relevant
parameters for a given service [38, 39].

Let us assume that the total bit rate of the Iub interface
is C. It is adopted in this paper that a packet stream of a
given call of class i that is offered to the Iub interface will
be represented by a constant bit rate [ci]Ma (that corre-
sponds to the equivalent bandwidth). Such an approach
makes it possible to perform the so-called discretization
of the system [38, 39], i.e., the expression of the capacity
of the system, as well as the demands of individual traffic
classes, in the same units, called allocation units (AU). The
allocation unit cAU defines the minimum bit rate in such a
way that the bit rates of all calls are its multiple numbers.
The allocation unit can be thus defined as the greatest
common divisor (GCD) of all equivalent bandwidths in a
given system [38, 39]:

cAU = GCD ([c1]M , . . . , [ci]M , . . . , [cM]M) , (1)

where M is the number of call streams offered to the
system.
After determining the cAU parameter, both the demands

of individual call classes [ti]M (i.e., the number of alloca-
tion units necessary to set up a call of class i) and the
capacity of the system V can be expressed in AUs:

[ti]M =
⌈
[ci]M
cAU

⌉
, (2)

V =
⌊

C
cAU

⌋
. (3)

Assuming that the traffic stream expressed by the call
stream has the Erlang traffic characteristics, the average
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intensity [Ai]M of traffic of class i offered to the system can
be expressed by the following formula:

[Ai]M = [λi]M
[μi]M

, (4)

where [λi]M is the intensity of a Poisson call stream of class
i (1 ≤ i ≤ M) and [μi]M is the average service intensity for
call of class i.

4 Traffic representation in theWCDMA radio
interface

In any analysis of radio interfaces of mobile networks, it
is more convenient to use the notion of noise load [Li]M,
introduced by a call of class i, instead of bit rates. It is a
non-dimensional parameter and defines a fraction of the
occupancy of the radio interface by a call of class i. The
non-linear dependence between the noise load [Li]M and
the equivalent bandwidth with a bit rate ci is expressed by
the following formula [40]:

[Li]M = 1
1 + W

Eb
N0

[ci]M [vi]M
, (5)

where:

• W is the chip rate of the dispersing signal that defines
the velocity at which the input signal is dispersed,

• [vi]M is the activity coefficient that defines the
percentage occupancy of a transmission channel
occupied by a user of class i, and

• Eb/N0 is the ratio between the energy per one bit Eb
and the noise spectral density N0.

This paper assumes that the packet stream of a given
call of class i will be represented by a constant noise
load [Li]M, which would correspond to the bit rate of a
equivalent bandwidth ci. In such a case, AU for the radio
interface will determine a certain minimum noise load
LAU, such that the noise loads of individual calls are its
multiple numbers. The allocation unit can then be defined
as the GCD of all noise loads in a given system [38, 39]:

LAU = GCD ([L1]M , . . . , [Li]M , . . . , [LM]M) , (6)

where M is the number of call streams offered to the
system.
After determining the parameter LAU, both the

demands of individual call classes [ti]M (i.e., the number
of allocation units necessary to set up a call of class i) and
the capacity of the radio interface V can be expressed in
AUs:

[ti]M =
⌈
[Li]M
LAU

⌉
, (7)

V =
⌊

1
LAU

⌋
, (8)

where value 1 defines the theoretical capacity of an iso-
lated radio interface for the uplink or the downlink.
The intensity of the offered traffic of a given class

does not depend on the type of the interface and can be
expressed by Formula 4. Observe that due to the non-
linear dependence between the noise load and bit rate
(Eq. 5), the number of allocation units necessary for a con-
nection of a given class to be set up will be different in the
radio interface and in the Iub interface.

5 Model of the Iub interface
Tomodel the occupancy distribution in the Iub interface a
multi-service model of the so-called full availability group
(FAG) can be used. Let us consider a FAG to which a mix-
ture of M call streams with different bit rates is offered.
This group is defined by the demands of individual call
classes [ti]M (1 ≤ i ≤ M) expressed in AUs, the capac-
ity V, also expressed in AUs, and traffic intensity [Ai]M
(1 ≤ i ≤ M) of individual call classes, expressed in
Erlangs. In the case of the Iub interface, these parame-
ters are defined by Eqs. 2–4. The occupancy distribution
in FAG can be determined recursively on the basis of the
following formula [11, 12]:

n [Pn]V =
M∑
i=1

[Ai]M [ti]M
[
Pn−ti

]
V , (9)

where [Pn]V determines the occupancy probability of n
AUs in the Iub interface (0 ≤ n ≤ V ).
The blocking probability [Ei]M for traffic of class i is deter-
mined by the sum of blocking states, i.e., the states in
which there is no sufficient number of AUs to set up a
connection of class i:

[Ei]M =
V∑

n=V−[ti]M+1
[Pn]V . (10)

Formulas 9–10 have been derived on the basis of the
analysis of the Markovian process taking place in FAG
[11, 12]. If the system services only one call stream, then
Formula 10 can be reduced in its essence to the so-called
Erlang B formula.
Further on in our considerations, the blocking prob-

ability for each traffic class, obtained on the basis of
Models 9–10, will be presented, for convenience, in the
form of the following functional dependence:

EIub = {[Ei]M : 1 ≤ i ≤ M} = FAG (A, t,V ,M) , (11)

where [Ei]M is defined by (10), and t and A are sets of
demands and traffic intensities of individual call classes:

t = {[ti]M : 1 ≤ i ≤ M} , (12)

A = {[Ai]M : 1 ≤ i ≤ M} . (13)
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6 Model of theWCDMA radio interface
An isolated WCDMA radio interface has a capability of
obtaining large theoretical capacities. In real-life condi-
tions, its capacity is, however, constrained by admissible
level of interference strength in the frequency channel.
Hence, the WCDMA interface is called a noise-limited
system or a system with soft capacity [2]. In each mobile
system with a dispersion of the signal spectrum, the
capacity of the radio interface is limited following an
occurrence of a number of types of interference noise,
most notably interference from users being serviced in
neighboring cells. In traffic considerations, the effect of
interference influence of a connection in a neighboring
cell upon the cell under consideration (the so-called access
cell) is characterised by a decrease in the accessibility of
resources for the subscriber of the access cell [2]. There-
fore, a call serviced in a neighboring cell “takes away” the
resources of both this cell and the access cell. In mod-
elling noise-limited systems, it is possible then to use the
approach in which the assumption is that a call of a given
class generated in a neighboring cell is serviced simul-
taneously in a neighboring cell, where it occupies [ti]M
AUs, and in the access cell with a decreased number of
AUs equal to [ti]′M AUs. In this case, parameter [ti]′M is
the measure of the “noise load,” imposed on the access
cell by a serviced call generated in a neighboring cell. In
descriptions of the UMTS system, the influence of inter-
ference noise from other cells is determined by coefficient
δ, defined as the ratio between the interference from other
cells and the interference of its own [1]. Parameter δ can
be expressed by the following dependence [28]:

δ =
∑M

i=1
∑S

k=1 [ti]′M Ni,k∑M
i=1 [ti]M Ni

, (14)

where S is the number of adjacent (neighboring) cells to
the access cell, Ni,k is the average value of the number of
serviced calls of class i in the neighboring cell with the
index k (1 ≤ k ≤ S), and Ni is the average value of the
number of serviced calls of class i in the access cell.
Parameter δ can then be treated as a fraction that deter-

mines the decrease in the availability of the access cell due
to the introduction of an “additional” interference load
from the serviced subscribers of neighboring cells. Follow-
ing the adoption of such an interpretation, the availability
of the WCDMA interface (uplink and downlink) can be
determined by the following formulas [28]:

dUP = (1 − δ)V , (15)

dDL = (1 − δ + ξ)V , (16)
where ξ is the interference suppression coefficient, while
δ is the average value of the coefficient adopted by a given
operator of a mobile network worked out on the basis
of measurements. It indicates the degree of interference

reduction between the users of the same cell due to the
application of channel codes based on orthogonal variable
spreading factor (OVSF). It means that they can have a dif-
ferent dispersion coefficient, and their mutual correlation
is zero [41]. The parameter V, just as in the previous case,
defines the potential theoretical capacity of the isolated
radio interface.
To model the occupancy distribution in the WCDMA

radio interface, the multi-service model of Erlang’s ideal
grading (EIG) can be used. Let us consider an EIG to
which amixture of call streamsMwith different bit rates is
offered. The group is defined by the demands of individual
call classes [ti]M (1 ≤ i ≤ M) expressed in AUs, capacity
V expressed in AUs, availability d also expressed in AUs,
as well as the traffic intensities [Ai]M (1 ≤ i ≤ M) of indi-
vidual call classes, expressed in Erlangs. In the case of the
WCDMA interface, parameters [ti]M, and V are defined
by Formulas 7–8, whereas parameter d—depending on
the type of link—by Formulas 15 or 16. Traffic intensity
for calls of particular classes is defined by Formula 4.
The EIG group is a particular instance of a non-full-

availability groups [14, 29] that was defined by Erlang for a
single-service case as early as in the beginning of the twen-
tieth century [30]. An approximated model of the group
for a multi-service case is proposed in [13]. In [28], this
model is used for the first time for traffic analysis of the
WCDMA radio interface. The multi-service EIG group is
characterized by the following properties:

• The number of inputs to a system g (called load
groups) is equal to the number of the possible
effective ways of the selection of d AUs from among
all V AUs (two load groups differ from each other in
at least one AU),

• Each load group has access to the same number of d
AUs of the group,

• Traffic offered to each of the load groups is identical,
and

• The occupancy distribution in each of the load
groups is identical.

Figure 2 shows an EIG with the capacity V = 3 AUs
and the availability d = 2. The group is offered two call
classes with the demands respectively equal to [t1]2 = 1
and [t2]2 = 2. Observe that the number of load groups is
equal to g = (n

k
) = 3, in line with the assumptions, while

the traffic offered to each of the load groups is identical
and equal to [A1]2 /g and [A2]2 /g, respectively.
The occupancy distribution in EIG can be determined

recursively on the basis of the following formula [13, 14]:

n [Pn]V =
M∑
i=1

[Ai]M [ti]M {1 − σi(n − [ti]M)} [
Pn−[ti]M

]
V ,

(17)
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Fig. 2 An exemplary non-full-availability group

where [Pn]V is the occupancy probability of n AUs in the
WCDMA interface (0 ≤ n ≤ V ) and σi(n) is the con-
ditional transition probability between the neighboring
states of the service process for calls of class i (i.e., states n
and n + [ti]M):

σi(n) = 1 − γi(n). (18)

Parameter γi(n) is the conditional blocking probabil-
ity of calls of class i in the occupancy state of n AUs in
EIG. Since—according to the adopted assumptions—the
occupancy distributions in load groups are identical, then
the conditional blocking probability in one load group of
EIG is equal to the conditional blocking probability in the
whole group:

γi(n) =
�∑

d−[ti]M+1
PV ,d(n, x), (19)

where � = n if (d − [ti]M + 1) ≤ n ≤ d and � = d if
n > d.
Probability PV ,d(n, x) is the occupancy probability of x

AUs in a given load group, defined with the assumption
that there are n AUs occupied in the whole EIG. In
[13, 14], the assumption is that the distribution P[V ,d(n, x)
is a hypergeometric distribution:

PV ,d(n, x) =
(
d
x

) (
V − d
n − x

) / (
V
n

)
. (20)

Having determined the conditional blocking probabili-
ties γi(n), it is possible to determine the blocking proba-
bility for calls of class i in EIG:

[Ei]M =
V∑

n=d−[ti]M+1
[Pn]V γi(n). (21)

In order to simplify the further considerations, the
blocking probability for each traffic class, obtained on
the basis of the model described by Formulas 17–21,
will be presented in the form of the following functional
dependence:

EWCDMA = {[
Ei,WCDMA

]
M : 1 ≤ i ≤ M

} = EIG(A, t,V , d,M),
(22)

where A and t are sets of demands and traffic intensities
of individual call classes described by Formulas 12 and
13. Let us note that when the availability of the system
becomes equal to its capacity (d = V ), then the Erlang’s
ideal grading becomes a full-availability group, described
by the ependences (9) and (10). We can thus write:

EIG(A, t,V ,V ,M) = FAG(A, t,V ,M). (23)

7 Model of a systemwith priorities
In [5, 6], a methodology for modelling of FAG with priori-
ties is developed. In the present section, this methodology
will be expanded to include EIG and used to model inter-
faces in the access part of the UMTS network in which
priorities have been introduced.
Let us first consider a system to which two classes of

calls are offered, one having a higher priority. This means
that the appearance of a new call with a higher priority
(class one) may enforce, in the absence of free resources,
a termination of the service currently given to calls with a
lower priority (class two). As a result of the thus executed
method of servicing calls in the system, class two traffic,
the one with the lower priority, has no influence on the
blocking probability of calls of the first class (i.e., the one
with the higher priority). The sets A and t for this system
are defined as follows:

A = {[A1]2 , [A2]2} , (24)
t = {[t1]2 , [t2]2}. (25)

In order to analyze EIG with priorities, let us present
the following reasoning that has formerly been used in
modelling FAG with priorities [5]. First, we will consider
an EIG that services calls with higher priorities only (class
1). Using the already adopted notation—Formulas 24, 25,
and 22—we can write:

{[E1]1} = EIG({[A1]2}, {[t1]2},V , d, 1). (26)

The total traffic [Y ]1 carried in the system will thus be
equal to:

[Y ]1 = [Y1]1 = [A1]2 [t1]2 (1 − [E1]1). (27)

Further, we will consider a case in which EIG services
two classes of calls without priorities. The blocking prob-
abilities of individual call classes can be written within the
adopted notation in the following way:

{[E1]2 , [E2]2} = EIG(A, t,V , d, 2). (28)

The total carried traffic in the system becomes:

[Y ]2 =
2∑

i=1
[Yi]2 =

2∑
i=1

[Ai]2 [ti]2 (1 − [Ei]2). (29)

In Eq. 29, parameter [Y ]2 defines the total traffic car-
ried in a system that services two classes of calls, whereas
[Yi]2 defines the carried traffic of class i in a system that
services two classes of calls.
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Now, taking into consideration the results obtained ear-
lier, we can pass on to an analysis of EIG that services
two classes of calls with the first class having priority. The
blocking probability of the first class [E1]P2 and the carried
traffic of the first class [Y1]P2 in the system with priorities
will be equal to the blocking probability [E1]1 and carried
traffic [Y1]1, respectively, in the system in which only the
calls of the first class are serviced. Such equality results
from the adopted assumptions according to which the ser-
vice of calls of the second class with a lower priority does
not influence the service of calls of the first class with a
higher priority. We can thus write:

[E1]P2 = [E1]1 , (30)

[Y1]P2 = [Y1]1 . (31)
The operation of the systemwith priorities assumes that

in the case of the absence of free resources in the system,
calls with higher priorities “enforce” the termination of
calls with lower priorities. One can assume then that the
traffic conservation principle, according to which the total
traffic carried in the system with priorities is the same as
in the system without priorities, applies.

[Y1]P2 + [Y2]P2 =[Y ]2 . (32)

The relationship between the carried traffic of the sec-
ond class [Y2]P2 and the offered traffic [A2]2 is determined
by the following dependence:

[Y2]P2 = [A2]2 [t2]2
(
1 − [E2]P2

)
. (33)

Equations 27 and 30–33 allow us to determine the
blocking probability of calls in the system with two pri-
orities, on the basis of the parameters determined in EIG
without priorities:

[E1]P = [E1]1 , (34)

[E2]P = [E2]P2 = [A1]2 [t1]2 ([E1]2 − [E1]1) + [A2]2 [t2]2 [E2]2
[A2]2 [t2]2

.

(35)

Let us now consider a generalized case in which each
class of call has an appropriate priority assigned. Let us
assume that the system services M call classes. The ser-
viced call classes have been arranged (indexed) from the
highest priority to the lowest priority (the class with index
i has a lower priority than the class with index i − 1). The
determination of the blocking probability in EIG with M
priorities can be reduced to anM − 1 step computational
algorithm in which in every step of the algorithm a sys-
tem with two priorities is taken into consideration. In the
first step, classM (according to the indexing system, has a
lower priority, whereas the remainingM − 1 classes form
classes with a higher priority and “push out” traffic of class

M. In the successive steps, traffic of class i has the low-
est priority, whereas traffic of the remaining i − 1 classes
forms the class with the higher priority. In the last step,
we consider the traffic of the call classes [A1]M and [A2]M
by determining appropriate characteristics of the consid-
ered traffic using directly Formulas 34 and 35. By applying
exactly the same reasoning as in the case of the two priori-
ties, we can determine the blocking probability for calls of
class i (1 ≤ i ≤ M) in EIG withM priorities:

[Ei]PM = [Ei]Pi =

i−1∑
r=1

[Ar]i [tr]i ([Er]i−[Er]i−1)+[Ai]i [ti]i [Ei]i

[Ai]i [ti]i
.

(36)

The exemplary algorithm that makes it possible
to determine all blocking probabilities in EIG with
priorities can be written in the form of algorithm
ALG_EIG_P(A, t,V , d,M), presented below.

Algorithm 1 The algorithm ALG_EIG_P(A, t,V , d,M).
1. Setting the initial value i = M, according to the

hierarchy of the traffic classes: 1, 2, ...,M,
2. Determination of the blocking probability for call

classes from 1 to i − 1 using the EIG Models 17–22:{
[Er]i−1 : 1 ≤ r ≤ i − 1

} = EIG(A, t,V , d, i − 1).

3. Determination of the blocking probability for call
classes from 1 to i using the EIG Models 17–22:

{[Er]i : 1 ≤ r ≤ i − 1} = EIG(A, t,V , d, i).
4. Determination of the blocking probability for calls of

class i in EIG with priorities on the basis of Formula 36:

[Ei]PM = [Ei]Pi =
∑i−1

r=1 [Ar]i [tr]i ([Er]i − [Er]r−1) + [Ai]i [ti]i [Ei]i
[Ai]i [ti]i

.

5. Decrease in the value of the variable i : i = i − 1,
6. Checking of the variable value i :

i ≥ 2; proceed to step 2,
i < 2; [E1]PM = [E1]1 ; termination of calculations.

8 Model of setting up connections in the access
part of UMTS

Let us consider the operation of the telecommunica-
tion system presented in Fig. 3 that is composed of two
smaller sub-systems (the so-called component systems).
Each component system has its own resources to which
a common (shared) call stream is offered. A new call can
be admitted for service only when this call can be admit-
ted for service in both component systems. This means
that the Sys2 system is offered only to those calls that have
been rejected by Sys1. In the same way, Sys1 is offered to
calls that have not been rejected in Sys2. To analyze such
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Fig. 3 The idea of the fixed-point methodology

complex systems, the fixed-point methodology is used
[42].
Our further assumption is that the component systems

employ independently the priority mechanism described
in Section 7. This means that a given class of calls may
have a different priority in each of the component sys-
tems and, in consequence, a different record number
(index). Moreover, the organization of classes in both
component systemsmay differ from the one that was orig-
inally adopted. To normalize the notation of the proposed
method, the following representation has been adopted:

SysTel = {A, c,M, Sys1, Sys2}, (37)

where:

• A—Traffic offered to the system under consideration:

A = {[Ai]M : i ∈ {1, 2, ...,M}} , (38)

• c—Resources demanded by calls of individual classes:

c = {[ci]M : i ∈ {1, 2, ...,M}}, (39)

• SysX—Component system X (X∈ {1,2}):

SysX = {
ASysX, tSysX,VSysX,M

}
, (40)

where:

– ASysX—Traffic offered to system SysX (the
sequence of classes is enforced by the priority
mechanism in the system):

ASysX =
{[

Ai
j,SysX

]
M

: j ∈ {1, 2, ...,M}
}
,

(41)

–
[
Ai
j,SysX

]
M
—Traffic of class i with priority j in

system SysX,
– tSysX—Resources demanded by calls of

individual classes expressed in allocation units

determined in relation to the type of system
SysX:

tSysX =
{[

tij,SysX
]
M

: j ∈ {1, 2, ...,M}
}
,

(42)

–
[
tij,SysX

]
M
—Resources demanded by calls of

class i with priority j in system SysX,
expressed in units for system SysX, and

– VSysX—The capacity of system SysX,
expressed in units for this system.

The effect of the correlation of service processes in
both systems in the fixed-point methodology is taken into
account by the introduction of the notion of effective
traffic. According to the definition [42], effective traffic
offered to the first system is exactly the traffic that is
not lost in the second system. Therefore, the intensity[
Ai
j,Sys1

]
M

of the effective traffic of class i, offered in sys-

tem Sys1 with priority j, and the intensity
[
Ai
k,Sys2

]
M

of
the effective traffic of class i, offered in system Sys2 with
priority k, can be written in the following way:[

Ai
j,Sys1

]
M

= [Ai]M
(
1 −

[
Eik,Sys2

]
M

)
, (43)

[
Ai
k,Sys2

]
M

= [Ai]M
(
1 −

[
Eij,Sys1

]
M

)
, (44)

where
[
Eij,Sys1

]
M
and

[
Eik,Sys2

]
M
is the blocking probability

for calls of the same class i, indexed differently in Sys1 (1 ≤
j ≤ M) and in Sys2 (1 ≤ k ≤ M ).
In line with the hierarchy of priorities for individual call

classes conventionally adopted for these systems, the total
blocking probability for calls of class i in the tandem Sys1–
Sys2 in the fixed-point methodology can be expressed by
the following formula:

[Ei]M = 1 −
(
1 −

[
Eij,Sys1

]
M

) (
1 −

[
Eik,Sys2

]
M

)
. (45)

The calculations of the probabilities in Eq. 45 are per-
formed iteratively until the required level of a relative
error has been reached. In each consecutive step, new
intensities of effective traffic and the corresponding block-
ing probabilities are determined. The method for the
determination of the blocking probability depends on the
adopted model of the system, e.g., there is a choice of
the FAG model for the Iub interface (Formulas 9–10) or
the EIG model for the WCDMA interface (Formulas
17–22). In the case of the application of priorities
in determining the blocking probability of individ-
ual call classes in composed (complex) systems (e.g.,
WCDMA and Iub interfaces), it is possible to use
the model proposed in Section 7 and the algorithm
ALG_EIG_P(A,t,d,V,M) worked out on its basis.
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Given below is a simplified algorithm (ALG_FPM(Sys1,
Sys2)) for the calculation of the blocking probability in the
tandem of the two systems Sys1 and Sys2.

Algorithm 2 The algorithm ALG_FPM (Sys1, Sys2).
1. Parameterization of systems

SysTel = {
A, c,M, Sys1, Sys2

}
,

Sys1 = {
ASys1, tSys1,VSys1,M

}
,

Sys2 = {
ASys2, tSys2,VSys2,M

}
.

2. Setting the initial value for the iteration step k = 0 and
the assumption that:{[

Eij,Sys1
](0)

M
, 1 ≤ j ≤ M

}
= 0,

{[
Eik,Sys2

](0)

M
, 1 ≤ k ≤ M

}
= 0.

3. Determination of effective traffic for calls of all classes
in the first and the second system:

[
Ai
j,Sys1

](l)

M
= [Ai]M

(
1 −

[
Eik,Sys2

](l−1)

M

)
,

[
Ai
k,Sys2

](l)

M
= [Ai]M

(
1 −

[
Eij,Sys1

](l−1)

M

)
.

4. Determination of the blocking probability for calls of
all classes in the first and the second system:{[

Eij,Sys1
](l)

M
, 1 ≤ j ≤ M

}
=

ALG_EIG_P(ASys1, tSys1,VSys1, dSys1,M),{[
Eik,Sys2

](l)

M
, 1 ≤ k ≤ M

}
=

ALG_EIG_P(ASys2, tSys2,VSys2, dSys2,M).
5. Determination of the blocking probability for calls of

all classes in the tandem of the two systems:

[Ei](l)M = 1 −
(
1 −

[
Eij,Sys1

](l)

M

) (
1 −

[
Eik,Sys2

](l)

M

)
.

6. Checking the accuracy of calculations for each class of
calls i (1 ≤ i ≤ M):∣∣∣∣∣

[Ei](l−1)
M − [Ei](l)M
[Ei](l)M

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε,

the condition is not satisfied; l= l+1, proceed to step 2,
the condition is satisfied; [Ei]M = [Ei](l)M , termination
of calculations.

In the algorithm presented above, the following notation

has been adopted: symbol
[
Xi
j,Sys1

](l)

M
defines the value of

the X parameter in the lth step of the iteration.

Let us now consider the sequence of calculations in
a telecommunication system composed of the WCDMA
interface and the Iub interface in tandem, assuming that in
each interface, a mechanism has been introduced for the
prioritization ofM classes of calls. Another assumption is
that the hierarchy of priorities in each of the interfaces can
be different. This means that call classes offered to both
interfaces are appropriately arranged (WCDMA interface
1 ≤ j ≤ M, Iub interface 1 ≤ k ≤ M). The calculations
start with the determination of AU in each of the inter-
faces. Then, the sets of demands of the number of AUs by
calls of particular classes tWCDMA and tIub in respective
interfaces are determined. The capacities and availabil-
ities of the considered interfaces are also expressed in
AUs. After the parameterization of the interfaces, on the
basis of the fixed-point methodology and the algorithm
ALG_EIG_P(A,t,V,d, M) for each interface, it is possible to
determine the blocking probability for calls of individual
classes in the tandem ofWCDMA and Iub. Given below is
a simplified algorithm for the calculations of the blocking
probability in the tandem.

9 Case study
The results of the analytical studies have been con-
firmed by the results of the simulation that was carried
out based on an original simulation program developed
by the authors. The simulator was implemented in the
Python language, and it employed the event scheduling
approach [43]. The simulation model, however, does not
take into consideration all technological parameters for
the UMTS system. For example, it takes into account nei-
ther the propagation model of the radio channel nor the
mobility of users. The developed simulator is intended to
model the traffic capacity of the system, and thus to model
the system at the so-called call (flow or connection) level
[38]. At this level, technological parameters are rather
insignificant for the accuracy of mapping the system to be
modelled [44]. In the simulation experiments presented in
all included graphs, each point on the curve represents an
average value of the blocking probability obtained in the
fifth series of the simulation. The assumption was that in
an individual simulation series, at least 10,000,000 calls of
the class that required the highest number of allocation
units for service were offered. The results of the simula-
tion are presented in graphs in the form of marks with
a 95 % confidence level determined and 5 % confidence
interval on the basis of the Student’s t-distribution. In
many instances, the values of the confidence intervals are
almost included inside the marks that identify the aver-
age result of the simulation experiment for calls of a given
traffic class.
In order to validate the proposed analytical models,

the possibility of an applying priority mechanisms for a
differentiation of the service level for subscribers of the
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Algorithm 3 Algorithm for the determination of the blocking probability in the tandem WCDMA interface–Iub
interface.
1. Determination of the sets of parameters describing the call stream offered to the considered section of the UMTS

network (Eqs. 38 and 39).
2. Appropriation of real systems from the considered section of the UTMS network to systems Sys1 and Sys2: Sys1 =

WCDMA interface;
Sys2 = Iub interface;

3. Determination of the sets of parameters that describe the WCDMA interface:

(a) Expression of demands of individual call classes in noise units:

LWCDMA = {[L1]M , . . . , [Li]M , . . . , [LM]M} .
(b) Setting the value of AU for the WCDMA interface (Formula 6)

LAU = GCD ([L1]M , . . . , [Li]M , . . . , [LM]M) .

(c) Determination of sets of demands of the number of AUs by calls of individual classes (Formula 7):

tWCDMA = {
ti,WCDMA = �Li/LAU� : 1 ≤ i ≤ M

}
.

(d) Determination of the capacity of the WCDMA interface (Formula 8), expressed in AUs:

VWCDMA = �1/LAU	 .
(e) Determination of indexes of call classes resulting from the priority mechanism adopted in the WCDMA

interface (Eqs. 41 and 42):

AWCDMA =
{[

Ai
j,WCDMA

]
M

: j ∈ {1, 2, ...,M}
}
,

tWCDMA =
{[

tij,WCDMA

]
M

: j ∈ {1, 2, ...,M}
}
.

(f) Determination of the availability of the WCDMA interface (Formula 15):

dWCDMA = (1 − δ)VWCDMA.

4. Determination of sets of parameters describing the system Iub interface:

(a) Setting the value of AU for the Iub interface (Formula 1)

cAU = GCD ([c1]M , . . . , [ci]M , . . . , [cM]M) .

(b) Determination of sets of demands of the number of AUs by calls of individual classes (Formula 2):

tIub = {
ti,Iub = �ci/cAU� : 1 ≤ i ≤ M

}
.

(c) Determination of capacities of the Iub interface (Formula 3), expressed in AUs:

VIub = �C/cAU	 .
(d) Determination of indexes of call classes resulting from the priority mechanism adopted in the Iub interface

(Eqs. 41 and 42):

AIub =
{[
Ai
k,Iub

]
M : k ∈ {1, 2, ...,M}

}
,

tIub =
{[
tik,Iub

]
M : k ∈ {1, 2, ...,M}

}
.

(e) Determination of the availability of the Iub interface (Formula 15):

dIub = VIub.

5. Determination of the blocking probability for individual call classes in the tandemWCDMA interface–Iub interface
on the basis of the fixed-point methodology:

E = ALG_FPM(WCDMA, Iub).
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UMTS network was considered. In the case of the UMTS
network, traffic management functions in radio network
controller (RNC) is used for this purpose. The differenti-
ation may influence the service parameters of the traffic
flow through the Iub interface and the WCDMA radio
interface. The following assumptions were then adopted
in the study:

• A priority is assigned independently to calls of each
service classes,

• In the case of the lack of free resources, the arrival of
a call with a higher priority can be followed by the
termination of service for calls with a lower priority,
and

• Setting up a connection requires the simultaneous
provision of free resources in the radio interface and
in the Iub interface.

Analytical calculations were performed according to
Algorithm 3, while the accuracy of the model was vali-
dated by the comparison of corresponding results with the
results of simulation experiments.
The assumption was that the considered system was

composed of six cells that were connected to the backbone
network via the Iub interface with a bit rate of 15 Mbps
(Fig. 4). It was adopted that each cell serviced four classes
of service: class 1—emergency calls, class 2—voice, class
3—data 1 (64 kbps), and class 4—data 2 (384 kbps). Calls
of class i demanded the following number of allocation
units [45]:

tIub,1 = 16 AU, tWCDMA,1 = 53 AU,

tIub,2 = 16 AU, tWCDMA,2 = 53 AU,

tIub,3 = 64 AU, tWCDMA,3 = 257 AU,

tIub,4 = 384 AU tWCDMA,4 = 503 AU.

Fig. 4 Scheme of the exemplary system
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Fig. 5 Blocking probability in WCDMA–Iub system without priorities
(class 1—emergency calls , class 2—voice, class 3—data (64 kbps),
and class 4—data (384 kbps))

Another assumption was that traffic of individual
classes was offered in the following proportions:

A1t1 : A2t2 : A3t3 : A4t4 = 1 : 15 : 4 : 2.

The hierarchy of priorities was adopted to be identical in
both interfaces under consideration as well as consistent
with the indexing of call classes given above. The capacity
of the radio interface in the uplink direction was 8000 AU,
whereas the capacity of the Iub interface was 15,000 AU.
Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the dependence between block-

ing probability and traffic intensity offered per one alloca-
tion unit in the WCDMA interface. Figure 5 presents the
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Fig. 6 Blocking probability in WCDMA–Iub system with priorities
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and class 4—data (384 kbps))
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Fig. 7 Blocking probability in WCDMA–Iub system with priorities
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results obtained for a system without priorities, whereas
Figs. 6 and 7 show the blocking probability in a system
with priorities. While comparing the presented graphs,
it is easy to notice that the introduction of priorities
(Figs. 5, 6, and 7) influences the values of the blocking
probability. The blocking probability for classes with
higher priority decreases, while the blocking probability
for classes with lower priorities increases. This phe-
nomenon is in line with the operational principle of pri-
ority traffic management. The arrival process of calls with
higher priority can be followed—in the case of the lack of
free resources required for the service of a given call—by
calls with lower priorities being pushed out.
It can thus be assumed that after the introduction of

priorities, the amount of resources available for calls of
classes with higher priorities increases and, this way,
the amount of resources for calls with lower priorities
decreases. An increase or a decrease in the amount of
available resources leads to an increase or a decrease in the
value of the blocking probability for calls of appropriate
traffic classes.
Figure 7 presents the results obtained for a system in

which priorities were changed for classes 2 and 3. It is eas-
ily noticeable that despite a higher number of demanded

allocation units, class 3 (data) is characterised by a lower
blocking probability than class 2 (voice).
While introducing priorities, the operator should take

into consideration the fact that an increase in the volume
of traffic of the class with the highest priority will result
in a decrease in the amount of resources available for
calls of the remaining traffic classes. The accuracy of the
determination of the values of the blocking probability
for particular traffic classes obtained on the basis of the
model of a system with priorities is slightly lower than
that of the results obtained on the basis of the model of
a system without priorities. The difference results from
the assumptions adopted with regard to a model in which
traffic serviced in a system with priorities is approximated
by traffic serviced in a system without priorities. The dif-
ferences between the values of the blocking probability
are generally only slight and it can be stated that the
results presented in Figs. 5, 6, and 7 confirm the valid-
ity of the assumptions adopted for theoretical models.
Additionally, in Table 1, a detailed presentation of the dif-
ferences between the simulation results and the results of
the calculations is given (with relative error (δ) for results
presented in Fig. 6).
The models and algorithms discussed in the article

use the most effective approach to modeling multi-service
systems that is based on the approximation of the ser-
vice process that occurs in the system by an appropriate
Markov chain. The occupancy distribution in a single
multi-service system can be determined on the basis of
appropriate recurrent formulas, e.g., [2, 11, 12, 14] that
take the specificity of systems into consideration. Given
the concurrent nature of the call service in two multi-
service systems (radio interface and Iub interface), the
article employs the fixed point methodology [42]. This
method has already been used in earlier works of the
authors (e.g., in [44, 46–50]) in order to take into account
the concurrency of service processes that occur in differ-
ent multi-service systems. The fixed point methodology is
characterized by a high effectiveness, e.g., [42]. The deci-
sion to drop the application of this method would neces-
sitate the consideration of a very complex Markov process
that would correspond to the service process occurring
concurrently in both systems. Such an approach would
necessitate the use of far more complex mathematical

Table 1 Accuracy of the model (Fig 6)

a Class 2 Class 3 Class 4

E2(sim.) E2 (calc.) δ[%] E3(sim.) E3 (calc.) δ[%] E4(sim.) E4 (calc.) δ[%]

0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.41E−03 9.52E−04 32.7

0.7 0 0 0 8.74E−05 1.15E−04 32 1.27E−0 9.75E−02 23.1

0.9 0 0 0 5.90E−02 7.27E−02 23.1 7.86E−01 6.91E−01 12.2

1.1 6.34E−04 4.92E−04 22.5 6.02E−01 7.13E−01 18.4 9.97E−01 8.97E−01 10
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models that, in practice, would impose limits on the anal-
ysis of systems reducing it to the analysis of systems with
a very low capacity, much lower than the capacity of the
systems considered in the article.

10 Conclusions
This paper presents a new analytical model of the part
of the UMTS network in which a mechanism for ser-
vices prioritization has been introduced. The proposed
model involves a radio interface and an Iub interface. The
paper proposes a new model of the non-full-availability
group with priorities that has been used to model the
WCDMA interface. To model the Iub interface, in turn, a
model of the full-availability group with priorities that has
been developed earlier is used. The mutual dependence
between the serviced traffic in both interfaces is taken
into account by the fixed-point methodology. The model
is then used to evaluate the blocking probability in an
exemplary system. The results obtained in the study con-
firm a satisfactory accuracy of the model. This model can
be used to analyze dimension and optimize multi-service
mobile phone networks.

Endnote
aIn the functional notation the two-index notation

[Xi]r has been adopted in which the internal index i
defines the current index of a given parameter, while the
external index, r, indicates the maximum value of index i,
e.g., as in the notation [ci]M, where (1 ≤ i ≤ M), the
internal index defines the traffic class, whereas the
external indexM indicates the class with the highest
index, which is equivalent to the number of all classes
serviced in the system. Thus, the adopted notation will
make further considerations more convenient.
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